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Compare for yourself



Tag for improvement & followup!



Your Super Power !

Write compelling 
content & get sales
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Write actionable and interesting messages
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Why heavy visuals, light 
text, & more interaction
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The 3-sentence rule: 
Ideally, your bot shouldn't send 

more than 3 sentences without a 
user interaction.



Compare for yourself





Start with the goal



Our Approach

Teach ➜ Build relationships ➜ Sell



They're here, but...

...they want to go here.
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Step

Step

Step
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Tip

Tip

Tip

Tip
Tip



Get clear on the goal



My subscriber's goal is: 

My goal is: 



My subscriber's goal is: 

My goal is: 

To run a marathon for the first time

To sell running shoes



My subscriber's goal is: 

My goal is: 

To run a marathon for the first time

To sell run coaching programs



My subscriber's goal is: 

My goal is: 

To run a PB marathon

To sell run coaching programs



Hey, what about 
customer service?!



Write your start message













Start message's purposes: 

1. Give them what you promised 

2. Get their permission 

3. Pass them to a sequence













The start message's purposes: 

1. Give them what you promised 

2. Get their permission 

3. Pass them to a sequence



Do NOT teach in the 
start message
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If you promised a 
digital product...









Start message's purposes: 

1. Give them what you promised 

2. Get their permission 

3. Pass them to a sequence



Review

1. Messages should be visual, short & interactive 

2. Visuals can be photos, illustrations, animated 
GIFs, etc 

3. Know your bot's goal 

4. Your welcome message should give what you 
promised, get permission & add to sequence



Let your sequence teach & sell





Write your regular messages





Persuade 
them to start







Teach



Ending options: 
survey, tease, CTA













Review
1. Your regular messages should 

give people a reason to start 

2. End each message with a survey 
or tease or CTA 

3. Keep improving your messages 
based on data



Write your sales filter message







How The Dessert 
Technique works































































Review
1. Your sequence should have a sales filter so you 

know who's ready to buy & why some aren't 
ready 

2. When someone says they don't want to buy, 
ask them why 

3. When someone is ready to buy, add them to a 
sales sequence 

4. Start your sale sequence within 24 hours



Let's review this full module



Module 2: 

Copywriting
Know your bot's goal

Be visual, concise & interactive

Use GIFS, photos, videos, etc

Let your sequence teach & sell

Use the Dessert Technique


